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Phil Carter named new coach

what's here," Carter said in a recent prove relations and attendance.
"I think that the future and the
press conference. "There are a lot of
. coaches who would like to have this possibilities are limitless," Carter
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - j o b and I am one of them."
said. "I'm not leery at all. There proThis was the second time that bably will be a lot of late nights and
Phil Carter, formerly head basketball coach at Hardin-Simmons Carter has applied for the job, the winters when I'll question myself
University, has been selected to take first being during the Machock selec· more than now, but I think we can
build a competitive team.''
the reigns of the UCF basketball pro· tion period.
gram, replacing Chuck Machock, who
"I see a great deal of professional
Previous coaching experience for
resigned earlier this year.
growth ahead of ·me,'' said Carter, Carter includes, two years at Hardin·
Carter was selected from a group of "but everything I want to have is Simmons University, three years at
156 applicants for the position by the right here."
Baptist College, four years at
university selection committee based
Carter has indicated that he will Daytona Beach Community College,
on his many professional have the team play their games at and three years at Jacksonville
achievements in coaching, fine UCF rather than at the civic center, Episcopal High School.
reputaion among his peers, previous and he hopes to recruit more talent
"The fact he is experienced with
experience with small budgets, and from the Central Florida area. These budgets such as ours and is willing to
his easy manner.
will, hopefully, tie the team to the work within our budgets is a very big
"I feel like we can
Central Florida .community and im- asset for him,'' Assistant Athletic
----~~-----------------------------------------------------------.
by Morgan Phllllps

Director Cal Miller said. ''Personally
and professionally I was very im·
pressed.''
Carter,a Sharpsville, Indiana,
native and Jacksonville University
graduate, ·has received many honors
for both his playing and coaching.
These include: Indiana High School
All-State basketball team, Most
popular Dolphin (at JU), All·
American Bench Warmer, a member
of two NCAA tournament teams, a
member of the 197 4 AA U National
Championship team, a member of the
Jacksonville AAU All-Stars, Florida
Junior College Coach of the Year, and
South Carolina College Coach of the ·
Year.

Peterson officially
resigns as AD
by Morgan Phllllps
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

community for our sports efforts. I value these contributions."
Peterson began his collegiate career at Louisiana
State during the 50's during
that school's peak years as a
national football pQwer.
In 1960, he
became head
football
coach
at
FSU, where
he made foot·
ball a major
sport. Peterson
then
spent 1971
and
19 7·2 Bill Peterson
working in Texas first for
Rice University and the the
Houston Oilers of the NFL.
After a losing record in

Athletic Director Bill Peterson Will be leaving UCF, July
1st, as he retires from the
post he was selected for over
three years ago.
Peterson had originally
planned to leave UCF in the
Spring of 1986, after four
years in the athletic director's
position.
"I've decided to retire ear·
ly," said Peterson. "I came tQ
UCF on a four year plan, and
I've made good on my commitment."
President Trevor Colburn
said, ''Bill Paterson brought
Swimm In'
energy and enthusiasm to our
Visiting children at the UCF pool are a good indication that summer is really here. The pool athletic program. He likewise
is located behind the Rec. Services building and you can find when the pool is open by call- earned the friendship and
support of many people in the SEE PETERSON, PAGE 5
ing 275-2408.

Student Government filling cabinet posts
by Cindi Miiam
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Several student government cabinet and senate
positions were filled this week, with hopes of helping the organization restore some productivity.
Scott Walker's appointment to the cabinet position of Judicial Adviser was approved by.the Stu·
dent Senate at their June 25 session. Walker received a favorable recommendation from the Elections
and Appointments Committee.
One senate seat representing the College of
Business has been filled by Katherine Johnson. Her
appointment was confirmed by the senate, and
Johnson was sworn in by student body president
John Gill Tuesday.

The senate denied approval of Dale Harding to
the position of Chief Elections Commissioner. Harding received a favorable recommendation from the
EA Committee but_ did not get the two-thirds majority vote required for approval.

when student government went through problems
with the student body president and vice president
elections in April and May.
Gill said that when student gavernment is reorganized the first project he and Darner plan to
work on is a new system for Add/Drop. He said
Gill said that he and student body vice president that the new system will probably include appoint·
Andrea Darner have added one cabinet position ment times for adding and dropping classes, which
and dropped another, keeping the number of should shorten waiting times for students.
cabinet positions at seven. Special Projects Coor·
dinator will no longer be a position. The new posi·
Other projects that will be of primary importance
tion will be Minority Student Advocate, which has to the new administration are the completion and
not yet been filled. "We feel minority students need utilization of the Kiosk and implementation of a
to be recognized,'' Gill said.
tutor service. Gill said that both of these projects
Eight senate seats are open, and applications are were initiated by former student body president
being taken to fill positions for seats in every col· John Sowinski, and he and Darner will be following
lege. Membership in the legislative branch dropped up on their completion.

•

0 VOLUNTEER OP

The Young Volunteers in
Action Program of the
Volunt.eer Service Bureau has
excellent volunteer opportunities for UCF students
this summer. Over 80 nonprofit agencies in Central
Florida are looking for young
people to volunteer in the
areas of recreation, animal
care, elderly care, child care
health services, education and
the arts.
These volunt~er opportunities give young people the
chance to explore career options, develop leadership and
communications skills and
meet new friends.
Patti Draper, Director of
Young Volunteers in Action
is looking for enthusiastic
young people who want to
learn about their community
while helping others.
For more information, call
896-0945.

0 HEALTH SERVICES

On the basis of information
obtained by the Student
Health Center, physician

about these classes or for the over the coure of the season.
Orlando's final home
hours which the facilities are
record
for 1985 wa~ 4-5,
open for free recreaction can
demonstrating
the crowd
be found at the Rec. Services
an
effect on
really
can
have
office in RS 101, or by calling
your
playing.
Rec. Services at 275-2408.
They can also point to the
difficulty of their schedule as
a problem. Being in the
Eastern Conference the
'Gades had to twice play all
five Eastern playoff teams.
In the Western division
though, the 'Gades almost
defeated Denver which
0 'GADES FINISH 5·13
After a horrindous start at finished in second and made
the ·beginning of the season, the playoffs.
The 'Gades record against
the Orlando Renegades came
back to win five games in the West was 3-3, to bad
their last twelve to finish the Florida isn't west of the
season with a franchise high Mississippi.
Their final win came
record
of 5-13.
0 NOISE SEMINAR
against
the Western cellar
Although
the
'Gades
failed
A national problem that andwelling
Los Angeles Exto
make
the
playoffs
they
did
nually affects tho~sands of 0 OPEN RECREATION
by
a
score of 17-10 last
press
manage
to
consistantly,
well
workers-loss of hearing from
During the Summer B term
week.
almost
consistantly,
improve
industrial noise-is the sub- the Department of .Recreaject of a weekend workshop tional Services will have all of
June 29-30 at UCF.
their facilities open to the
The course is sponsored UCF students during the
jointly by the Colleges of week at some time.
The facilities available
Health and Extended Studies
AlloclalM
for certified hearing conserva- from Rec. Services are the
Ac:tverttslng/Classlfled/Buslness
Coll1glate
c.e.v~~
tionists and those not yet cer- Sauna, Locker and Equipe275-2865
~
...r'
tified. A one-day refresher is ment room, the Gymnasium,
a;
~
First Class
News/EdHorlal/Sports/Features
optional for those with cer- the 'W"eight dome, the Rac.....
0
275-2601
tification.
quetball courts, the 'new' ten<J;J '.!._~a3 • -4<>'~
Topics to be covered range nis courts, the golf driving _
This
public
document
was
promulgated
at an annual cost of
from the economic, legal and range/course, and the pool.
5100,000 or .25 cents per copy to inform the university community.
health implications of in- · Classes are also available in
Opinions expressed In The Future are those of the writer or of the editor
and are not necessalrly those of the University Board of Publications or of
dustrial hearing conservation Aerobic
Dance,
the administration.
programs to ear protection Aquadynamics and excercise.
For more infor-mation
and noise control. Acoustics
availability will be expanded
on weekends. 'W"eekend
coverage will now include a
physician from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. on Saturdays. The clinic
will close at 7 p.m. and reopen Monday morning at 7
a.m.
Students needing emergency medical attention on Sundays should go to the new
Park Care Medical Facility
near campus. It should be
kept in mind that only serious
emergencies should be seen
there as the cost of care at
that facility would have to be
borne by the patients
themselves.

and noise reduction engineering and audiometer testing
techniques also will be examined among other topics.
The_$225 enrollment fee for
first time students includes
all materials and UCF fees.
Certified hearing conservationists or those requiring only continuing education may
attend the Saturday refresher
for $125.
Further information is
available by calling the College of Extended Studies at
275-2123.
..
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SUN STATE FORD MAKES
IT EASY TO DRIVE!
1985

)

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

FREE:

.
,
·f wbv
..

1:::

'SALES &
SERVICE
COME IN TODAY
FOR A TEST DRIVE

APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR

NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

•

.

. :" ... .~:

.···: . •.

Extended SeNice Plan

The Ford Extended Service Plan is acontract oet·
ween you and Ford Motor Company that protects you
against unexpected re pair costs on an extensive hst
of majorcomponents, and lets you drive with peace of
mind .

24 MONTH
or ·
24,000 MILE
Maximum Coverage Plan
•
•
•
•

COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER

•
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The Survival. Gulde's comln'
August 21
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OPEN 7 DAYS ~
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851 N. Goldenrod Road, Orlando FL
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SQO E. Hwy. 434, Longwood

.

331-1050
IMPORTANT! offer expires July 12, i 985
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i
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THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR TO BE
•
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.
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Office Hours

DENNIS J. D'ERAMO D.C., P.A.
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SANFORD

;x~r~d~~~~' 2 Bath

$400

* Airline Tickets * Cruises * Computerized

spinal examination (usual fee for° this service: 540.00)

r
1

$300

GOLDEN TOURS Lk. Underhill
&TRAVEL INC.

r;:;.::.~~~~~~~~~~~E;;~~~~~~~~~-~,

pol~ol•"

1 Bedroom

ll'I

331-5050
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LONGWOOD CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE ·
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0

Mendel Dr .

All INSURANCE COMPANIES PAY
CHIROPRACTIC CLAIMS FOR WHIPLASH INJUBJES
.

f

$
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APARTMENTS

REAR-ENQ
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~tAM *

OLYMPIC

COLLISION
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KHAYYAM
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· • Area's Largest Center
• First Jump Course
· (square main parachutes)

• Equipment Sales
• Open 6 days a week
• Accelerated Free
Fall Course

World's &est known Parachute Center

813·788·5591

.....
..........,,............ .........-.....-...
~

PUT US TO THE·TEST!
• Pennanent Centers open days,
evenings, weekends .
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE··
facilities.
• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, full-time staff.
• Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Researc~ Experts .
• Low Hour1y Cost.
• Transter privileges to over
120 locations.

PIZZERIA RISTORANTE

MSKP •FMGEMS
FLEX ·NOB · NP8

NCB •NCLEX-RN
CGFNS·CPA
SPEED READING

ESL INTENSIVE REVIEW
INTRODUCTION TO
LAW SCHOOL

CLASS~~~~MINGC ~-H~ALi~~.~~~~
MCAT July 24 ( ,
LSAT August 3
GRIE August •

EVERYTHING AVAILABLE
FOR FREE DELIVERY
WITH STUDENT l.D.

NATIONAL MEO BOARDS

.

ICllPIAN

678·8400.

Ei>ucATIONAL
CENTER LTD.

TEST PREA\RATION SPECIAL_ISTS SINCE 1938

282-4242
• 3 Varieties of Pizza
(Round, Siclllan, & Deep Dish)
• Fresh Dough ·Made Dally
· • Dinners * Subs * Salad Bar * Beer & Wine
• O~n 7 Days A week For Lunch and Dinner

'I
,___. GET IL.OWN AWAY Ar THE'

DON'T FQRGET TUES & WED ALL U CAN
EAT SPAGHETTI & SALAD BAR

---CAs:\ '3I1A

HURi IC"ll£ MOTEL.. 1 MA~ATHolJ.
EJRIHG JN mi.S ccuroN A,.I> RE(EN€
~f..TflLITI
T£"N rtR'-£'N-r cr:F TlfC RE6VJ...\R KCcM

------,----~---------------

c~s;\ Mt\
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$2.00 OFF I$2.00 OFF
.

I

I

ANY LARGE OR EXTRA ANY LARGE QR EXTRA.
LARGE PIZZA
1 LARGE PIZZA
· ··

·--·

I
·EXP. JUtY·12; 1 198SI

I
. ll

•
-

......

· EXP. JULY 12, 1985

L-------------------~-------------------~
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TV
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Mitchell:
a real
All·star,

Only 1.3 miles south from campus
on Alafaya Trail.
Model open 7 days from 10 ~o 6.

A Townhome Condominium

by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

In the past three years Anthony Mitchell, a 5-foot
10-inch tall, 175 pound
quarterback out of Titusville
High School, led his Terrier
football team into the state
playoffs all three years. In his
sophomore and junior years
Mitchell quarterbacked THS
to the 3A Florida state football championship. The backto-back state titles proved
that no job was to big for An.thony Mitch~ll.
In the Florida-Georgia hi,g h
school All-Star football game,
last Friday night, Mitchell
proved that no job was to
small.
Mitchell, who is headed to
the University of Michigan,
ran the option at Titusville
and was as much a threat to
run the ball as his running
backs. Once Mitchell started
to sprint to the sideline with
his running backs trailing, he
would become as hard to
catch as a greased pig. Fiftyplus yard touchdowns have
beco~e a common thing at
Draa Field when the Terriers
play at home.
SEE ALL·STAR, PAGE 5

1, l 00 Square feet of living area.
BEDROOM 1
U..J•U·7

Fully equipped with washer, dryer and refrigerator.
2 Large Master bedrooms, two and half bath.
Cable T.V.

· Only 32 Units
From the very low 50's
with all kinds of mortgages to fit your budget

CALL

TODAY . 282~5673

LIVING ROOM
Q4•tl-O

1st floor

2nd floor

Spend a night at Ford Theater
Get off to ~ g~• start .w itll POrd"

111

~

'~{-

----------.

M &FM INC

AMERICA'S TOP HIT
Records and Cassettes
Yours For Only $1 Ea.
Every time you purchase
another at regular price
(usually $8.98). All records
sold in stores available. You
simply purchase our 30 TOP
HITS Super Discount
Coupons Booklet for only
$30 (over $200 value). You
may redeem just one or as
many as you like any time
you choose-from top current hits and best sellers of
your choice...never obligated
to purchase any number of
records or cassettes. Only
you decide which selections.
you want to order.indicating
whether you want your selection in records or cassettes.
Only you decide which selections you want a:nd when you
want them.
Then fill out one of the
Super Discount records and
cassettes order forms inside
each coupon booklet for each
selection you want to order
indicating whether you want
your selection in records or
cassettes. Then mail your
order to our · Coupons
Redemption Center's address printed inside each
booklet and we'll promptly
ship your order.
Now you can own every
current Top Hit record and
cassette that you may ever
want for only $1 (Plus
Postage and Handling) every
time you purchase another
at regular price (usually
$8.98). Sounds incrediblebut true! You could save up
to $200 or more. Discount
booklets make excellent gifts
for relatives and friends.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
your money refunded.
Order Now-Send Only $30
For Each Super Discount
30 Coupons Booklet To:
(Worth up to 1200 or more la nuta99)

ACTION
PUBLICATIONS
POST OFFICE BOX 248
VANSANT,'VIRGINIA 24656

CO-SPONSORED BY

P•QGRAMS & ACTMTIES COUNCIL
JrJl lfl.',1111,t

' ' ' ' "'·
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FROM PAGE 4
For the last three years Anthony Mithell
has been directly responsible· for the fate of
his football team. For the Florida-Georgia
game Mitchell had to change his outlook.
Florida head coach Gene Cox of Tallahassee
Leon made the tough decision and opted to
go with his own Moses Collins
Mitchell is the first to admit that Collins,
6-2 187 pounds, is a better passer. But that
did not ease the pain of n~t being in the
mainstream of the game, and on the Tuesday
before the game Mitchell had plans to leave
the team and head back home. He would have
left, but Mitchell never learned how to quit
and decided that the charity he was playing
for was more important than his need to play.
Mitchell did play; he held the ball for the
field goal kicker and was the up man on the
punt return team. For the brief time h~ was
on the field he gave Central Florida a sample
of his ability.

.
.,

On the punt team Mitchell took 6-5, 235
pound, Derrick Little's feet out from under
him ahd on another punt Mitchell leveled 6-3,
215 pound, James Wakefield.
With Florida in the lead, 23-7 with 4:52 remaining in the game, Mitchell got his shot at
quarterback and on the second to the last
play of the Mitchell reeled off an eight yard
run that he insists that he could have taken
the distance, 83 yards, if he would have used
a different fake.
After the game Mitchell was asked what he
considered the best thing that happened during All-Star week, he replied that the visit to
the crippled chidren's home to which the proceeds of the game went was the high point of
the week. "Just seeing the smiles on those
kids faces made the whole week worth it,''
Mitchell admitted.
Anthony Mitchell left for Michigan on
Wednesday to pursue a career at wide
receiver. At the University of Michigan, Mitchell will join former THS teammate Gerald
White who played on Mitchell's state championship team and was an all-american running back.
1

PETERSON

FROM PAGE l

----------Date:

JULY 3

This
Week!

Time:

8:30 P.M.
Place:

STUDENT
CENTER
AUDITORIUM

Houston, Peterson left sports
for a while before coming
back in 1978 to help FSU and
the Yankees in · ad·
ministrative areas.
In two and a half years at
FSU he raised over six million
dollars.
One thing that may be said
of Peterson's stay at UCF is
that he really did bring ex·
posure to the school. H op€ful ·
ly, that is what he will b€
remembered for.

Don't be left out in the cold!
Do you know where you'll be living this fall ?
HAYSTACK EAST
has a place for
you • but they're
going fast!
1 and 2 BEDROOMS.
2 POOLS
3 LAUNDRIES
2 TENNIS COURTS
COLOR-COORDINATED
DECOR
24 HOUR MAINTENANCE

ALL ADULT
NO PETS
WALK·IN CLOSETS
3 BLOCKS FROM UCF
5 MINUTES TO MARTIN
·MARIETTA

~(Jlj/
APARTMENTS

11600 Mackay BLVD.
Orlando, Florida
32826

273·2405

MON - FRI 9:00 - 12:00
1:00 - 5:00
SAT
9:00 - 1:00
SUN
1:00 - 5:00

•

•
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Subject of the week: Nabih Berri,
Beirut and the American hostages
being held there.
. When thinking about the situation, the term "Nuke 'Em!" im·
mediately comes to mind. However,
after thinking about things a little
more seriously I have come up with
a couple of what I think might be
better solutions to the problem.
As far as launching missles,
possibly what we need is a little
tact. I propose this: Give the Shiites
a deadline, say, three days, to
release the hostages. With the
deadline would be another message,
simply stating that if the hostages
are not released on schedule, we
think it would be wise to evacuate
say, Beirut. Then, if the terrorists
still want to play with the big
boys ... BOOM!
We would then issue the same
deadline with a new target included
until our hostages are returned. If,
by some stroke of stupidity the terrorists killed the hostages after the
first strike, the process would con·
tinue until no terrorists remain to
negotiate with.
While this is my favorite idea, being straight forward, honest, and in·
volving no U.S. troops, I also have a
secondary plan.
This method would involve asking
Israel to release the Shiite prisoners.
This would meet the terrorists
terms, so our people would be
returned. After all the Americans
were safely home we would then
have the option to either bomb them
off the map or use conventional
force. Or better yet, we could just
sick Israel on them. The result
would be the same: no more terrorism for quite a while. I mean,
would you try something that's like·
ly to get your country blown up?
No, I think not.
To me, more important than the
scheme is how we carry it out. I
refer to the question of missles or
troops.
On the side of missles: Missles are
quick. One oughta take care of
everything. No Americans would be
killed. The actual cost of launching a
missle is very low.
Against missles: Missles might
anger the Soviet Union. Israel could
be harmed. Our using nuclear
weapons might open the door for
everyone to use them.
On the side of conventional warfare: Allows more selective choice of
targets. No r~diation and/or
mutants. Conventional warfare
would make easier the task of
rebuilding after the war.
Against conventional warfare:
Possible heavy loss in American life.
(My brother is a part of the force
sitting off of Lebanon.) Conventional
warfare is very, very expensive.
Americans might react negatively to
loss of life.
While the above list is by no
means complete and certainly is not
totally unbias, it does seem to point
towards missles. I like a quick, com·
plete, and cheap end to any situation.

So, you've gotten your dose of
foreign policy and such from my colleagues across the page here. How
about something on the lighter side?

Pride a small price to pay
What crass motives does the Reagan administration have in considering
military action against the Shiite terrorists? Has the "Rambo" attitude
permeated and demeaned the value of human life? To be certain, even considering military action against terrorists only glorifies the plight of such
people and further humiliates ourselves.
There is no question about the total immorality of the Shiite's act. To take
human lives and use them as bargaining tools is wrong, and only serves to
destroy any sympathy the world may have for the Shiite's plight. Unfortunately, hijacking an airplane may have been the only way to call attention
to it in the first place.
No one even really knew outside of Lebanon that the Israelis had taken
prisoners as insurance against attack as they pulled out of Lebanon. We
now know that they did, and unfortunately, United States citizens are pay·
ing for it.
But pointing fingers will not solve our problem. Thirty-nine person's lives
are at stake as well as seven others who were kidnapped even before the hij acki::ig. The bottom line is human life and the value we place on it. What we
all too often tend to forget, is that human life is priceless. It is easy to forget
that fact when our lives are not at stake. But the families and friends of the
hostages would likely agree that "nuking the bastards" is not a good idea.
Military action would undoubtedly give the U.S. a quick end to the crisis,
but is it worth the loss of life? Many pe.ople would say that to let this go on
is humiliating for the United States. But again, what is humiliation compared to the lives of the hostages?
Indeed, waiting out the crisis is painful, both for our people and for our
pride. But surely we can suffer through this to save the lives of the
hostages.
One man died to save all of us. Is patience so much to ask of ourselves?

Is naked nasty?_
On the lighter side, Brevard County Sheriff Jake Miller has to win the
jerk of the month award for his endearing rendition of "I'm only following
orders.''
Miller contends that he is only enforcing state law when he tells Playalinda Beach's nude sunbathers to cover up. It's high time someone expose
Miller for the condescending grubworm that he really is.
At no time before the nude sunbathing "issue" came up had ¥lier's
department ever assumed any manner of jurisdiction on the Merritt Island
Wildlife Refuge where Playalinda is located. The refuge, which exists under
federal regulations, had been patrolled very well by federal park rangers.
State law prohibits public nudity, but federal law has no such prohibition.
The nude sunbathers had remained fairly well isolated from the clothed
beachgoers and were not a problem.
The problem came when Miller responded to pressures from people who
consider the human body to be a tool of the devil In fact, in a recent issue of
the Cocoa Today newspaper, a man wrote a letter to the editor declaring
that God had in fact found that man's body was indecent and sinful and had
ordered him to put some clothes on. People like that must close their eyes
when they shower.
In any event, Miller, in responding to these people, has not only made a
fool of himself, he has reinforced the Medieval idea that naked is nasty.
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In an effort to fill your newspaper
with some interesting news to read
about, I have been on assignment in
search of that elusive big story.
There just doesn't seem to be much
happening out there in Knightland,
so The Future spared every expense
in sending me to the Wisconsin
Cheese Festival to find something
interesting to report on.
I'm afraid there isn't much. to
report.
Personally, the thought of eating
the six month-old curdled milk of a
cow makes me ill. But, I have not
been on assignment in vain. While in
Wisconsin, I took it upon myself to
sample some of the local ale. A
brand known as Lindengcugels
(spelling is approximate) quickly
won my favor. The label on the bottle says "From the sparkling clear
waters of Big Eddy."
"Big Eddy" is supposedly a large
natural spring in northern Wisconsin. I'm told however, that many
believe Big Eddy is actually a horse.

j

I

• Look out, Psych. majors. The
computer revolution hasn't forgotten you.
.
Recently, I discovered a piece of
personal computer software entitled
The Mind Prober. It's a very interesting idea. The computer asks
you 65 simple yes/no type questions
about yourself. Then, in a few
minutes, the computer prints a
psychological profile.
This thing packs a mean punch,
though. The printed output this program produces is not for those with
weak stomachs. The Mind Prober
d0esn't pull any punches when it
comes to evaluating the real you. I'd
be nuts if I told you what it revealed about me. But, a friend of mine
who tried the thing said it best.
''I spent my first year in college
trying to figure out who the hell I
am and this machine nailed me to a
tee in five minutes."
• The nerve!: After taunting all of
us young males with suggestive
lyrics and erotic views of her navel,
Madonna has the nerve to get mar·
ried. Sean Penn is going to be the
lucky Boy Toy. This brings all sorts
of urgent questions to mind. Will
the Leader of Loose Ladies wear
white to her wedding? Will the mar·
riage last? Only time will tell.
There could be a silver lining to all
this, though. Perhaps, occupied with
her new responsibilities as Mrs.
Penn, Madonna will be forced to surrender her grasp on the pop music
scene and give someone else a
chance. The thought of living an entire day without hearing a younger,
sluttier version of Stevie Nicks is
quite appealing, don't you think?
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FOR RENT

-1

Three bedroom house, partially
furnished, 2 miles from UCF, for
rent. Call 273-0728.
Sussex Place. 3 bdrm., 2 bath,
pool, Spa. Close to school; blinds
included. Call Mike 3-11
644-6100.
Tuskawllla- Furn. Rm. w/ 1/2 bath &
all utll. - 5200/mo., non-smoker,
$50 dep. l 0 ml. UCF. 830-1053 or
671-6355.
Here's your chance to rent a
classy 2 bdrm., 2 bath home.
Wsh/dry, dish washer, fans, A/C,
Italian-tile floors. 1/4 acre corner
lot; l ml. from school. Coll Tom at
660-6846 (wk) or 275-3241 (hm).
Townhouse across from UCF. 2
bdrm./2 1/2 bath unfurnished. Full
kitchen, washer/dryer. 5425/mo.
Call 365-5300.
Oviedo efflcency Apt's furnished.
All utilities and color TV. Walk to
restaurants, shopping, bank, and
post office. No lease or deposit required. Pay weekly. Call the
Oviedo Lodge in Down Town
Oviedo 365-5276.
Rentat.XU')' ~
Townhome

at...

•

,

•

SUSSf:X PllA~

$395/mo.
Sussex Place is just minutes from
the UCF campus. Enjoy spacious
two-bedroom design, private patios,
and your own swimming pool!
Sussex Place is affordable
elegance at its best!
Models open daily.

~~:~~~31tQ

.H~Y · 50 (Colonial

Dnve) .
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A Division of Residential
communities of America

ROOMATES
Roommate needed immediately
2 bdrm. 2 bath, across from UCF,
5200 month, plus deposit, call
Nancy, 281-7384.
Roommate wanted
New townhouse, 1 mile to UCF.
$175.00 per month plus 1/3 utility.
Call 277-0150 after 8 p.m.

Roomie wanted to share 3 bdrm 2
bath Winter Park house with 2
others. Must be clean, financially
dependable,
non-smoker,
preferably female. Wood floors,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, 10
minutes from UCF and 5 from
downtown Winter Park. Need own
bedroom furniture. 175.00/mo.
plus 1/3 utilities. No deposit.
628-3223.

Executive position - Director for
Tunon International Hospitality
School. Must be fluent in French, w/
marketing/business background.
Send Resume to 7061 Grand National Dr., Suite 131, Orlando,
32819. Attn. Ms. Janie Brownlee.

Roommate - 2 bdrm. apt. Winter
Park. 678-2584 nights, weekends.
5188.

Summer sitter, my home. own
trans. 4-day week - 291-2636 after
6 p.m. West Orlando.

·FOR SALE
GOVERNMENT HOMES from 51 (U
repair). Also delinquent tax property. Call 805-687-6000 ext
GH-4628 for information.
Furniture - bedroom. Stereos, w/
AM-FM, turntable, 8-trk., hanging
lamps, tables, small desk, pots
and pans, plus more. Household
items - Call 273-6529.
78 Datsun 510 Hatchback. 5
speed, air conditioning, FM stereo,
excellent condition - Great
milag~. Call 896-8266.
Is it true you con buy jeeps for S44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
todayl
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.
Mobile Home, adult park East Hwy.
50 near entrance to EW Expressway. Custom design 2 bdrm.
l bath lg. living room & kitchen
mirrored wet bar. Assumable mtg.
57,000 down. Call Eve 282-0728.
1976 Chev. Chevette, red, standard, good body, 5495.00 or next
best offer. Call 834-6778.
78 Honda GL 1000. Excellent
condition, must sell. Price neg.

.___H_E_LP_W_A_N_T_E_D___I
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needed as available- 7/1-9/15, 1-5
hrs. a week. Call John, 671-0049
or Glen, 647-5133, 6-9 p.m. this
week, or write: Campaign, Box 915,
Winter Park, 32790, All interests or
expertise welcome.

Part-time assistant manager for
Cumberland Farms. Flexable
hours. Call 657-9969.

Child care help for fall. 1 child, my
home at Red Bug and 436. 20 hrs.
per week, flexable. $2/hr. -or- Rm.
and bd. In exchange for part-time
child care & light housework.
References 339-3695.
'
Want to learn how to drive a standard shift car? Call 275-2585.
Earn S in spare time. Sell famed
Claddagh Imported Irish Friendship Ring. Claddagh, 6605 Mid Pl.,
Tampa, FL, 33617.
Home cleaners; good starting
pay. Flexable hours. Must have
car. Call 699-1636.
Help wanted - Daycare mornings
7:30 a.m. to noon M-F starting July
22 to end of summer for two
children ages 9 & 8. Refrences &
transportation. Call Mrs. Parrot
849-2207 after 1 p.m.

FREE

TYPING-accurate, fast, and very
reasonable. 657-9073 or
·675-9015. Leave message.

Kittens - free to good home. Good
Indoor cats - litter-box trained.
Ready for adoption 6-1-85. Call
Pam 282-4885.

Secretarial Service for all your typing /word processing needs. Correct / neat / satisfaction assured.
Experienced
professional.
678-0241.

WORD MASTERS

THE BEST OF RATES·
Quality Work

678·7037.
EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, manuscript,
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelllng, grammar, ·
punc., and editing Included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.
Typing QUALITY; term papers,
Thesis, Doct., Medical, Legal,
Resumes, Ltrs. Notary Service.
Good rates, UCF Empl. 1 Mi. from
campus. Marti 365-6874.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. 515,000 S50,000 / yr. possible. All occupations. Call 805-687-6000
ext. R-4628 to find out how.

· ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Morning After Treatment.
Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a speclcll approach to
health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk. south of Colonlal off Miiis. 422-0606 or toll
free 1-800-432-8517.
SS off with this ad

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
BIRTH CONTROL

788·9097
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING

I.._.___________.

A ABLE TYPING SERVICE

To a "civilised" manI shall never forgive you . .Jesus
may love you, but I think you're
garbage wrapped in skin.

Guaranteed 100~ Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelllng.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error tree
neatness.
'Ne
use
IBM
Dlsplaywrlters and A B Dick Magna
Sl. word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. over night and some
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-300.7.

Total Secretarial Services. Term
papers, resumes, reports, etc.
Nothing to big or too small. Fast
accurate service at affordable
fees. 657-0705.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
councellng. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

FREE TITLE PAGE
and ~PORT <;OVER.

QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery.

·I

I

w.

"The overnight cure for the
term paper blues."

Word processing and editing. Professional writer and former English /
Business teacher, Reasonable
rates. Call Jan 85 7-668 7.

~! ! ! !P! ! ! !ER! ! ! !S! ! ! !O! ! ! !N! ! ! !A! ! ! !L! ! ! !S~

SERVICES
Crisis Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Confidential,
individual counseling. In W.P. 1405
Fairbanks; one block west of
17-92. Mon.-Sot. Call 647-1477. We
can help you.

Tqp Pay
Appointment setter needed. From
qualified lists. Set appointments
between classes. My phone or
yours. Call Ms. Berkson at
831-0022.

TYPISTS
ALL TALENT
Paramount now casting: Models,
actors, actresses, singers, and
dancers for print, fashion, TV, and
movies. All ages and types consider ed. Call Paramount at
647-3633.

RESUMES
Designedjlyped-65 7-00 79.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
IBM equipment, fast & accurate.
One mile from UCF. All work
guaranteed. Term papers and
resumes, etc. Open 7 days 9-9.
Call 658-0306.

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

· 2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

•

628-0405
TOLL FREE 800-432-5249

PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED
The Future is looking for photograpers to cover all aspects of UCF news. For
more information contact Tim Barto, Photography Editor, X·2601 or come by
The Future Editorial office.

RED
BUG

RD.
MODELS OPEN 10:30-6:00
SUNDAY 12:00-6:00
CLOSED FRIDAY

.
/
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Rising Force melds
many musical styles
•

by Vicki White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

Rush:

Jim Donato/Future

It's not for everyone,·you know ·
This is a party
just for the cookie-cutter people
~th cookie-cutter Jordache jeans
and cookie-cutter blow-cuts
in the latest cookie-cutter style.
And beautiful cookie-cutter bodies
b~ed to the perfect color
according to the recipe. It takes a lot of time at the cookie-cutter spa
with cookie-cutter muscles
in all the right cookie-cutter places
according to the recipe.
It's not for everybody, you know.
The.cookie-cutter girls have cookie-cutter faces:
painted-on eyes
painted-on mouths
on painted-on skin.
According to the recipe.
It takes a long time in braces to get that cookie-cutter ·
perfect smile.
It's not for everybody, you know.
And cookie-cutter laughter
and cookie-cutter smiles at cookie-cutter jokes.
and cookie-cutter "Hi"
and cookie-cutter "H;ow ya doin?"
-not that everyone gives a cookie-cutter f---according to the recipe.
It's not for everybody, you know.
we pay our cookie-cutter money
and every cookie-cutter Wedne~day at the cookie-cutter time
according to the recipe
after cookie-cutter FORTRAN
and cookie-~utter Thermo
we sit at our cookie-cutter table
all in a cookie-cutter row
and talk about important cookie-cutter things.
The cookie-cutter baligame
and cookie-cutter soap operas
and our cookie-cutter cars
and cookie-cutter jobs in our cookie-cutter future
and our important cookie-cutter projects like
the last cookie-cutter party
and the next cookie-cutter party.
And every Friday night
according to the recipe
we gather at our cookie-cutter place,
say cute cookie-cutter things
sing cute cookie-cutter songs
get totally cookie-cutter wasted
and have cookie-cutter sex.
According to the recipe.
It's not for everybody, you know.
Under every cookie-cutter jersey
all in a cookie-cutter row,
there is a cookie-cutter heart;
a cold, dead pebble,
spray-painted across it:
Sigma Mu Ep.
Wendy Muir

Yngwie Malmsteen. Well,-what can
you say about a guy with a bunch of
consonants for a first name?
Lest you make any· hasty
judgements, forget the ·mime for a
moment and listen to the music on
Rising Force, his first solo LP after
working for such bands as Steeler and
Alcatrazz. Malmsteen is a man of
many talents. He combines classical,
jazz, rock, .and heavy metal riffs in
one tidy package and makes it all
sound plausible, rather than like a
mishmash of leftover snatches of
songs left on the studio floor.
One thing is certain-this is
definitely · Malmsteen's show. While Swedish guitarist Yngwie Maimshe has enlisted the likes of drummer teen is the driving force behind the
Barriemore Barlow from Jethro Tull, album Rising Force.
Jen Johansson on keyboards and J .eff
Scott Soto on vocals, it is most heavy metal bands do. vocalist
Malmsteen's guitar wizardry that Soto sounds like your typical snarly
makes this · mostly instrumental heavy metal vocal~st. The thing that
keeps it all together is Malmsteen' s .
album stand out.
In "Black Star" and "Evil Eye" he magic guitar.
lulls you with a gentle classical guitar
"Icarus' Dream Suite Opus 4" is
opening, then nails you with some in- one of the longest cuts on the album
sistent, hypnotic heavy metal riffs. In at over eight minutes, but between
"Far Beyond The Sun" he isn't that Malmsteen' s
playing
and
subtle, hitting you with a hard rock Johansson' s keyboards the listener
opening with a cathedralesque organ can almost imagine Icarus swirling
in the background.
higher and higher toward the sun.
"Now Your Ships Are Burned" and "Little Savage" has_a sound reminis"As Above, So Below" are the two cent of Kansas E!L times, although
vocal cuts on the album. "As Above" Malmsteen gives it a much harde!
starts out with the heavy duty organ, edge. Johansson throws in a harpalmost like a piece of classical music, sichord solo-something you don't
but then changes gear to sound like find much of in rock these days.

The good, the bad
and ·the ugly videos
by Jayne Frye
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

There are wonderful aural and
visual pop culture experiences
floating around out there. Unfor. tunately, it is not easy to properly
convey their fabness. It is much
easier to instill a sense of repulsion
than a sense of joy.
·
With this in mind, I have decided
that instead of assuming the role of
charming and erudite encourager of
enlightened pop music consumption,
I shall take a more direet approach. I
shall tell you what to despise.
There is indeed much to despise in
pop music, but almost nothing more
than the useless vomit spewed forth
by Joe Walsh, ex-·Eagle, braindamaged hack.
Walsh, who looks like something
best left to die in the wilderness, offers a guitar riff, some sound effects
and some awful croaking as an excuse
·
for a song.
"The Confessor" is a · sickening
visual experience as well, with lots of
heavy psychedelic symbolism
guaranteed to make Walsh a legend in
his own mind. If human, it would

merit disembowelment.
Now, if you will, visualize a grossly
overweight human zestily devouring
a burrito smothered in chocolate
syrup. ·Assuming you've a sufficient·
ly good imagination; you have just
experienced the feeling to be had
while watching the new Menudo
video, "Hold Me."
We find Ann Wilson bedecked in
slimming black in the new Heart
video, "What About Love?" As she
ages, and her chins multiply,
"Tugboat Annie" is beginning to
bear an uncanny resemblance to a latter day Liz Taylor.
The resemblance to 01' Violet Eyes
only makes 111-ore absurd the gaudy,
vulgar atmosphere of this clip. By the
time the spiral staircase lead.Ing to
the platform on which Nancy Wilson
is performing a guitar solo was set
ablaze, I'd had my fill of fire and of
pathetic heavy metal posing.
By the end of the video, I'd had my
fill of Empty-Vee, which seems to exist to encourag~ this sort of thing.
THE BEST ONES: ~'Road To·
Nowhere," the Talking Heads; "Like
A Surgeon,'' Weird Al Yankovic;
"Take On Me," A-Ha; "Slave To
Love," Bryan Ferry; "Loving The
Alien," David Bowie.
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Open 24 hours

WAH LUM TEMPLE

* Beginner & Advanced
* Men, women and children ~~
* Self-Defense & Weapons
* Tai Chi Classes
* Chinese Culture & Philosophy
* Meditation
~

The

~.:°'

DONUT MAKER

·

Invites

OPEN 7 DAYS

I 275•6177 I *Wo~d
-

.

UCF
Famous Mosler P. Chan

Students and Personnel

Instructor of the Year - 1982

851 N. GOLDENROD RD. (HWY 15·A) ORLA~DO.

to a Coffee and Donut Break

v

YOU .CAN

The Central Florida Future is offering
students a new service. Resumes.
.

A
R
I
E

T
I
E

AFFORD

s

Your resume meets that prospective
employer before you do. Make the first ·
impression last.

TO THINK

We will design, typeset, .a nd print copies of
your . resume on quality paper. The master
copy will .be yours for future changes.

There's no

bette~ pla~e

than

the ·

Donut· Maker
to .
enjoy fresh donuts and coffee

While you study or just relax

--------- COUPON -~--- ·---THE
1

DONUT MAKER
9809 E. Colonial, Union Pk.

BUCK-A-BAG
Six Donuts .for a Dollar, with this coupon
(Reg. $1.79)
Limit 2 Bags Per Coupon

BIG.

We have been in
the typesetting
business since

Drive thru Window

1968.
Located next to th~ Student Health Center. Office hours 9:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m . Phone 275-2865.
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SHARE THE WORKLOAD!
To those students, faculty and
staff members who would like
to have a little more free time you now have the opportunity
to share -your workload with
an IBM Personal Computer.
PC's are workaholics and. they
love what they do. Check
them out! See how easy it is to
acqmre one.

COMPUTER STORE
University of Central Florida
PC Software and Supplies
IBM PC Sales and Service
Computer Center 11, RM 101
281-5603 _
Store Hours: Monday · Friday
9:00 am· Noon and 1:00 pm· 3:00 pm

UCF Students Only Sale

250/o Off
Entire Stock
With This Ad
•Reebok•Converse•Nike•Brooks•Etonic
• Expozay
•Catalina
•De La Mer
• Speedo
•Daffy .

4046 Goldenrod rd.
Winter Park, Fl.
32792

• Surfstyles
• Ocean Breeze
• Howaii
• Sun Britches
•Nike
•Bike

. PHONE:

67SPORT

25% Off All

Sneakers and-Leotards
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Bon Jovi release

•

"We specialize in
saving you money"
• Young Drivers
• Tickets & Accidenis

• SR-22

•

• Auto, Motorcycle, 4 X 4
• PIP, Liabi!ity
• Collision & Compre hensive

can for a quote

•

282·2886

301

10408 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, Fl 32817

..

Bon Jovi? Who are these
guys kidding? To put it in a
nutshell for you these guys
are bad.
The group is too loud and
tends to copy the music of
Van Halen by centering their
music on loud electric guitars.
The vocalists in the songs
teQd to scream the lyrics out
as if they're trying to prove
they are louder than Quiet
Riot.
The lyrics, however, capture strong emotional feelings. It is definitely not
necessary to overshadow
them with loud music and
screaming vocalists.

This group has the potential to possibly become a good
band in the future but they
need to channel their energy
more effectively than on
another album like 7800
Degrees Fahrenheit.
If you like listening to a
cheap imitation of Van Halen
or Quiet Riot you will find
this a delightful album. If
7800 Degrees Fahrenheit
leaves you cold, don't give up
on Bon Jovi. Wait for the next
album. Anything this group
puts out next has got to be
hotter than 7800 Degrees
Fahrenheit.by Mike Sciotto

Geezl Although l'ni pleasing to boys, I stlll can't tell
them where to find drink
speclals every night of the
Weeki
Where can I go for Help?

-----------

The Central Florida Future
you bimbo!

Date:

JULY19 & 21
Time:

8:30 P.M.
Place:

STUDENT
CENTER
AUDITORIUM

•

Can student housing pay?

Come and experience the woodsy charm.
Sales and Model Center Located One Mile North o.n
Alfaya Trail From Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trail.
.
OPEN 7 DAVS I BROKERS WELCOME
within walking distance from UCF

•

•

Affordable prices start in the low 50's
2 & 3 Bedrooms
CALL 275-9100
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